SIR -Much emphasis has been put on the importance of policies that require authors to be transparent about financial conflicts of interest. Nature, for example, requires most authors to submit a declaration of any competing financial interests in relation to the work described in a submitted article. The reason why journals have these policies is, presumably, to safeguard the objectivity of the research. Transparency is thought to promote objectivity because if readers are aware of potential financial conflicts, they can critically evaluate the ways in which such interests may have affected the research -for example, in the selection of evidence, interpretation of results, or research methodology.
Yet transparency is insufficient as a safeguard of objectivity. Scientific expertise is necessary to correctly evaluate whether conflicts have biased the research, yet financial conflicts are revealed only when an article is published. This prevents peerreviewers -who are in the best position to evaluate the possible influence of the conflicts of interest -from having access to the information. Thus, it is not clear to us how revealing financial interests in a statement accompanying publicatio of an article can allow readers to make accurate assessments of bias.
In addition, these policies foster an abrogation of scientific responsibility by the research community, because they put the burden of critical evaluation on the public, who in the main are not scientifically knowledgeable at a detailed level. This aspect is of particular concern for papers in journals such as Nature, which are likely to be widely disseminated to the public by the media. Even if biases are identified after publication and a correction is made, such criticisms tend not to be publicized to the same extent as the original article.
If the aim of conflict-of-interest policies is to promote objectivity and inform readers and the public, we believe a more effective approach would be for authors to be required to reveal possible financial competing interests, not only to the public after publication, but also to reviewers during the peer-review process.
Space-time safe -at least until the LHC switches on SIR-You are either wildly optimistic, or confused, to suggest in your News Feature 'Extreme light' (Nature 446, 16-18; 2007 ) that extreme laser experiments could "rip apart the fabric of space and time".
The phenomena of Unruh radiation and Schwinger pair production, which are the motivation for extreme laser experiments, simply probe the behaviour of quantum fields on a fixed, smooth spacetime. Even if the experiments are totally successful, the only thing that could be 'ripped apart' is the vacuum state of some quantum fields.
If one considers quantum theories of gravity, there is no formal way to distinguish the space-time manifold from the quantum fields, because space-time itself should be quantized. (Don't ask me how.) But at low momenta and energy densities, relative to the fundamental scale of quantum gravity, usually around the Planck scale of 10
19 GeV, such theories should reduce to something like the well-known picture of quantum field theory on a classical, weakly curved manifold described by general relativity, which has been successful in describing particle physics and optics.
Hence it is very difficult to probe quantum gravity experimentally, unless the low-energy limit of the theory gives some (necessarily small) deviation from this established picture. For example, varying 'constants' , equivalence principle violations or Lorentz violation could amount to an indirect probe.
There are also special classes of theories in which the fundamental scale of quantum gravity may be much lower, even a few thousand GeV. However, these extra dimensions would not be probed by laser experiments, since photons do not propagate along them, unless the energy density approached the fundamental (TeV 4 ) scale. Whether an exawatt beam (rated by power, rather than energy density) could do so depends on its focusing and pulse length: I highly doubt it.
The main hope at present to probe theories with TeV fundamental scale comes from the Large Hadron Collider (LHC), which is designed to produce such large energy densities in some of its collisions.
It is conceivable that black holes might result from gravitational collapse of dense regions -which would, finally, be a tale of ripping the fabric of space-time. Before the LHC switches on, space-time should be quite safe. Depending on your point of view, this may be a source either of relief or of disappointment.
Thomas Dent
Theoretical Physics, University of Heidelberg, Philosophenweg 16, 69120 Heidelberg, Germany
Mentors could support a student reviewer database SIR -Your Editorial 'Mentors of the future' (Nature 447, 754; 2007) highlights a need to encourage ethical, honest and fair peer review by young scientists. Although I applaud the ethos of the argument presented, graduate students such as myself often suffer from anonymity in their field of research, even though our work is often at the cutting edge. A lack of publications can render a student invisible to editors and may result in missed opportunities to offer their services as referees.
I suggest that journals consider introducing a 'PhD student peer-review pool' to which students and their supervisors can sign up. Such a database, including a student's name, area of research expertise and current supervisors, would provide editors with a ready supply of willing referees. Editors could try new referees in the knowledge that they will be supported during the review process by their supervisor, and could provide feedback to the student about the quality of the report.
Refereeing has often been described as a thankless task, but although it does require considerable effort, it also provides invaluable experience in critical interpretation of science. Having recently completed my first review, I believe that it has made me far more objective about my own writing and can only benefit the production of my thesis. I therefore look forward to receiving my next invitation to review.
Angelo P. Pernetta
Centre for Ecology and Hydrology, FBA East Stoke, Wareham, Dorset BH20 6BB, UK Mentors: public lists would help students choose SIR -Thank you for your excellent Feature, 'Nature's guide for mentors' (Nature 447, 791-797; 2007 ). It's definitely one of the best things I've read in Nature in the 25 years I've been reading the journal. To better help students make informed choices about choosing a mentor, it would be enormously useful if public granting agencies such as the US National Institutes of Health would publicly post the 'trainees' lists that are included in training grants for every faculty member in a given PhD training programme. If this were done, students considering applying to those labs would know their actual chance of being mentored successfully. (Nature 446, 983; 2007) , James A. Lake discusses the evolution of the eukaryotic cell from the perspective of the origin of the eukaryotic gene content. As he points out, there are two main gene classes in prokaryotes (archaea and bacteria): operational genes, for "day-to-day processes of cell maintenance"; and informational genes, that "convert information from DNA into proteins". Eukaryotes are derived from archaea and bacteria, but curiously, archaeal operational genes and bacterial informational genes are almost completely absent from the eukaryotic genome. Lake suggests that "because two types of ribosomal genes cannot exist in the same nucleus, the archaebacterial ribosome may simply have been the lucky survivor when one of the components in the eubacterial ribosome was inactivated. " But, Lake asks his readers, why were the archaebacterial operational genes eliminated?
Ben Barres
One hypothesis is that the archaeal and bacterial cells that merged to form the eukaryotic cell were 'metabolically incompatible' , and consequently their merger resulted in the elimination of the archaeal operational genes. But what, then, was the basis for this 'metabolic incompatibility' and for the bacterial genes to finally get the upper hand? David Valentine has suggested that adaptations to energy stress dictate the ecology and evolution of archaea (Nature Rev. Microbiol. 5, 316-323; 2007) . The biochemical mechanisms enabling archaea to cope with chronic energy stress include structural (a less ion-permeable membrane) and metabolic (pathways highly adapted to niches with low energy availability) components.
We suggest that during eukaryogenesis, the bacterial endosymbiont, which gradually became the mitochondrion, ended the chronic energy stress in the proto-eukaryote. In contrast to the anaerobic archaeal host, the aerobic bacterial endosymbiont was able to maximize the availability of energy and gradually become an efficient energyconverting organelle, the 'powerhouse' of the eukaryotic cell. The proto-eukaryotic metabolism had to be reorganized accordingly. The unique archaeal adaptations to chronic energy stress were no longer advantageous, and were out-competed by the 'higher energy'-adapted bacterial metabolism. Lateral gene transfer from organisms other than the two founders certainly contributed to the eukaryotic gene repertoire, but we think that operational genes mostly originated from bacterial donors because the archaeal genes were incompatible with the energy-rich environment of the eukaryotic cell.
To return to Lake's Essay, the two faces of the eukaryotic gene content (the Janus paradox) might reflect two types of incompatibilities between its two prokaryotic founders: structural incompatibility between the informational systems; and environmental (or ecological) incompatibility between the metabolic systems. These eventually led to the synergetic, two-faced, chimaeric resultthe eukaryotic cell. 176-183; 1983) . This is not to say that authors of a structured abstract would consciously cheat, but rather there is a grey area of overstatement and overestimation of one's own results in a highly competitive scientific environment. If authors' structured entries were subject to peer review together with the submitted article, this would be more work for the reviewers as well as the authors -neither of them likely to have been trained as terminologists.
As an alternative, we suggest automated procedures for knowledge capture in which neither the authors nor the reviewers are in the loop. There has been significant progress in automatic text mining and information extraction as well as in the methodological foundations of life-science terminologies in terms of ontologies, knowledge representation languages and semantic encoding standards. These efforts in automating the generation of content descriptions and linking them directly to biological databases are strongly experimentally founded and would help to avoid additional workload and subjectivitysee, for example, the BioCreAtIvE competition results (http://biocreative. sourceforge.net). Once automated mechanisms for content analysis are applied, this also increases the coverage and the recency of the literature entered into biological databases, as human input is complemented by computationally generated content.
